Give a question for the underlined words:
1. The balls cost one pound.
2. Predators depend on animals.
3. We attend English classes three times a week.
4. The new manager stayed three months in England.
5. The Tower of London was built in 1066.
6. Africans wait in the woods for the right moment.
7. The e-mail warned about terrible viruses infecting computers.
8. Money should be spent on HIV/Aids.
9. The new Euro coins came into circulation in January.
10. That is my mother’s new coat.
11. Jane crosses the border twice a month.
12. Only six per cent of women work as teachers.
13. The law did all the forbidding.
14. I’ve been married for twenty years.
15. Edward Lu met his fiancée after Christmas.
16. This dictionary cost fifty dollars ten years ago.
17. People have been seeing strange objects in the sky for centuries.
18. She is said to be 115 years old.
19. This system has been running for two years.
20. Sally went to this school last year.
21. It took 6 months to find her disease.
22. A hot, milky drink may help you relax.
23. Reaction times were 30% slower.
24. There are eight denominations of euro coins.
25. Tourists have chosen new destinations.
26. Stephen was down on his right knee.
27. The child wants to go to the zoo.
28. The child wants to go to the zoo.
29. The child wants to go to the zoo.
30. His being there now was owing to some funny accident.
31. Mrs Pitts had been trying to phone them every five minutes since 11.00 a.m.
32. The hammer appeared behind the laurel bushes by the front gate.
33. I spilt Peter's coffee on Mr Manson’s suit.

ANSWERS
1. How much do the balls cost? How much did the balls cost?
2. What do predators depend on?
3. How often do we attend English classes?
4. How long did the new manager stay in England?
5. When was the Tower of London built?
6. What do Africans wait for in the woods?
7. What did the e-mail do?
8. What should be spent on HIV/Aids?
9. When did the new Euro coins come into circulation?
10. Whose new coat is that?
11. How often does Jane cross the border?
12. How many women work as teachers? What percentage of women work as teachers?
13. What did the law do?
14. How long have you been married?
15. When did Edward Lu meet his fiancée?
16. How much did this dictionary cost ten years ago?
17. How long have people been seeing strange objects in the sky?
18. How old is she said to be?
19. How long has this system been running?
20. Where did Sally go to last year? Where did Sally go last year?
21. How long did it take to find her disease?
22. What may help you relax?
23. How slower were reaction times?
24. How many denominations of euro coins are there?
25. What have tourists chosen?
26. Which knee was Stephen down on?
27. Who wants to go to the zoo?
28. What does the child want?
29. Where does the child want to go?
30. What was his being there now owing to?
31. How often had Mrs Pitts been trying to phone them since 11.00 a.m.?
32. What appeared behind the laurel bushes by the front gate?
33. Whose coffee did I spill on Mr Manson’s suit?

